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Composer: Johannes Brahms, He was born in ____________ -Died in _____________   !
This long-bearded composer collected ___________    _______________________. !
He thought he was wasn’t good enough to follow ____________________, the big  !
musical hero. !
Brahms’ music is quite ____________________ but not _______________________. !
TRUE or FALSE (Circle One) Brahms wanted his music to tell stories.  !
These percussion instruments called _______________ look metal dishes. !
Brahms wrote at least FIVE _______________________________ Dances  !
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Composer: Pyotr Tchaikovsky, He was born in  ______________ -Died in _____________   !
This composer was from  __________________  and full of ____________________. !
His music made people __________________ or ________________. !
Tchaikovsky wrote ______________ music which is full of ______________ and  !
_________________. !
____________, the little girl featured in his ballet called _______ ________________ is !
based on her dream about her imaginary __________________ and their travels to a  !
magical land full of ___________________. !
The instrument called a ___________________ has a tinkly sound which sounds like 
  
the __________________ _________________ ________________ twirling around. 
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Composer: Igor Stravinsky, He was born in ______________ -Died in _____________ !
His music is known for ____________________ which makes you tap your feet and  !
makes you get up and ____________________. !
Stravinsky’s extraordinary sounds moved ____________________ music in the 20th  !
century to enter a new and ________________________ time.  !
The rhythms in his music are like colorful _____________________ that are spicy and  !
_____________________.  The shapes seem to fit perfectly like a jigsaw puzzle. !
Stravinsky’s ballet called _______________________ is about a puppet coming to life. !
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Composer: John Adams, He was born in ______________ and is still _____________! !!

He is an American composer who has written ________________________________ music. !
This type of music is based on __________________ ideas that ________________ a bit  !
each time you ____________ them. !
Listening to this type of music is like staring at a ___________________ or at the _________. !
Adams likes using _____________ titles for his pieces like “Short ________________ in a  !
________________ Machine.” !!!


